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White Houses
Information is endlessly available to us; where shall
wisdom be found?" is the crucial question with which
renowned literary critic Harold Bloom begins this
impassioned book on the pleasures and benefits of
reading well. For more than forty years, Bloom has
transformed college students into lifelong readers
with his unrivaled love for literature. Now, at a time
when faster and easier electronic media threatens to
eclipse the practice of reading, Bloom draws on his
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experience as critic, teacher, and prolific reader to
plumb the great books for their sustaining wisdom.
Shedding all polemic, Bloom addresses the solitary
reader, who, he urges, should read for the purest of
all reasons: to discover and augment the self. His
ultimate faith in the restorative power of literature
resonates on every page of this infinitely rewarding
and important book.

In Bloom
Now that high school is over, Ari is dying to move to
the big city with his ultra-hip band—if he can just
persuade his dad to let him quit his job at their
struggling family bakery. Though he loved working
there as a kid, Ari cannot fathom a life wasting away
over rising dough and hot ovens. But while
interviewing candidates for his replacement, Ari
meets Hector, an easygoing guy who loves baking as
much as Ari wants to escape it. As they become
closer over batches of bread, love is ready to bloom . .
. that is, if Ari doesn’t ruin everything. Writer Kevin
Panetta and artist Savanna Ganucheau concoct a
delicious recipe of intricately illustrated baking scenes
and blushing young love, in which the choices we
make can have terrible consequences, but the people
who love us can help us grow.

Bloom's How to Write about Walt
Whitman
With his stunning good looks and dreamy brown eyes,
British heartthrob Orlando Bloom has captured
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Hollywood’s spotlight—and the adoration of girls
everywhere. After his award-winning performance in
the Lord of the Rings trilogy, Orlando made audiences
swoon as a swashbuckling hero in The Pirates of the
Caribbean. What lies ahead for this handsome Brit?
With lead roles in the upcoming films Troy and
Kingdom of Heaven, Orlando is poised to bloom bigtime. Yet how did this charming young man make it
from the stages of London to movie screens around
the world? Lovin’ Bloom traces Orlando’s path to
superstardom. Along the way you’ll discover
everything you’ve ever wanted to know—including his
favorite sports, the music he craves, his Hollywood
crushes, and behind-the-scenes info from his films.
There’s little doubt why his legion of fans voted
Orlando Bloom one of Teen People’s twenty-five
hottest stars of 2002—and the best is yet to come!

How to Read and Why
Making Our Wilderness Blook: Women
Who Made American Jewish History
Colorists and gardening enthusiasts will adore these
magnified views. Thirty-one accurate illustrations
include sunflowers, marigolds, birds of paradise, and
oriental lilies. Previously published as In Full Bloom: A
Close-Up Coloring Book.

Rose in Bloom
Discover the magic—and the science—behind spring
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flower blooms with this companion to the celebrated
Raindrops Roll, Best in Snow, and Full of Fall. When
spring arrives, flowers of all kinds sprout and grow
buds and bloom. Sometimes, they bloom a few at a
time. But other times, many will bloom at once in a
colorful flower boom! This photographic exploration of
flowers goes from the desert to the woodlands and
beyond, celebrating their beautiful variety and the
science behind these colorful displays.

Bloom
A guide to writing about the fiction of Herman Melville
offers instructions for composing different types of
essays and contains literary criticism, analysis, and
suggested essay topics.

Novelists and Novels
Read what Bloom had to say on the world's great
novelists including Miguel de Cervantes, Charles
Dickens, Jane Austen, Franz Kafka, Ernest
Hemmingway and more.

The Daemon Knows
Gardening for all seasons in the Pacific Northwest.

Bloom
A beautifully written, incredibly original and wickedly
funny novel for readers of 10 and older - BLOOM is for
everyone who has ever felt like they didn't fit in, and
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for anyone who has ever wanted a little more colour
and wildness in their lives Sorrel Fallowfield is growing
up - in a REALLY surprising way Sorrel Fallowfield is so
good at being good that teachers come to her when
they need help remembering the school rules - and
there are LOTS. Luckily, Sorrel doesn't have any
trouble following them, until the day she discovers a
faded packet of Surprising Seeds buried under a tree
in her backyard. Now she's hearing voices, seeing
things, experiencing an almost unstoppable urge to
plant the Seeds in some very unusual places and
completely failing to win her school's competition to
find The Most Obedient Child of the School. And all
that's before flowers start growing out of her head

Bloom's how to Write about F. Scott
Fitzgerald
Fairy Tales Using Bloom's Taxonomy Gr.
3-5
Harold Bloom, regarded by some as the greatest
Shakespeare scholar of our time, presents an
intimate, wise, deeply compelling portrait of King
Lear—the third in his series of five short books about
the great playwright’s most significant personalities,
hailed as Bloom’s “last love letter to the shaping spirit
of his imagination” on the front page of The New York
Times Book Review. King Lear is perhaps the most
poignant character in literature. The aged, abused
monarch—a man in his eighties, like Harold Bloom
himself—is at once the consummate figure of
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authority and the classic example of the fall from
majesty. He is widely agreed to be William
Shakespeare’s most moving, tragic hero. Awardwinning writer and beloved professor Harold Bloom
writes about Lear with wisdom, joy, exuberance, and
compassion. He also explores his own personal
relationship to the character: Just as we encounter
one Emma Bovary or Hamlet when we are seventeen
and another when we are forty, Bloom writes about
his shifting understanding—over the course of his own
lifetime—of Lear, so that this book also explores an
extraordinarily moving argument for literature as a
path to and a measure of our humanity. Bloom is
mesmerizing in the classroom, wrestling with the
often tragic choices Shakespeare’s characters make.
He delivers that kind of exhilarating intimacy, pathos,
and clarity in Lear.

The Misadventures of Catie Bloom
Adventurous Rose Campbell throws herself into a
whirlwind of parties, fashions, and high society to
prove that she has become a capable person in her
own right.

Plato's Symposium
A plague of self-replicating organisms, the product of
twenty-first-century bioengineering, spreads across
the globe and forces humanity to flee to the asteroid
belt, where a crew of desperadoes is chosen for a
suicidal mission. Tour.
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Closing of the American Mind
Walt Whitman's passionate writing style and bold
subject matter have deeply influenced American
poetry. Nearly all of his poems were published in
Leaves of Grass, which Whitman obsessively
expanded, edited, and republished throughout his life,
ultimately leaving behind a powerful literary legacy.
Twenty of his most commonly read and studied
poems are discussed in depth in this volume, which
also features ideas for essay topics to assist students
in developing critical-thinking skills.

Bloom's How to Write about William
Faulkner
For readers of The Paris Wife and The Swans of Fifth
Avenue comes a love story inspired by "one of the
most intriguing relationships in history"*--between
Eleanor Roosevelt and "first friend" Lorena Hickok.
Lorena Hickok meets Eleanor Roosevelt in 1932 while
reporting on Franklin Roosevelt's first presidential
campaign. Having grown up worse than poor in South
Dakota and reinvented herself as the most prominent
woman reporter in America, "Hick," as she's known to
her friends and admirers, is not quite instantly
charmed by the idealistic, patrician Eleanor. But then,
as her connection with the future first lady deepens
into intimacy, what begins as a powerful passion
matures into a lasting love, and a life that Hick never
expected to have. She moves into the White House,
where her status as "first friend" is an open secret, as
are FDR's own lovers. After she takes a job in the
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Roosevelt administration, promoting and protecting
both Roosevelts, she comes to know Franklin not only
as a great president but as a complicated rival and an
irresistible friend, capable of changing lives even after
his death. Through it all, even as Hick's bond with
Eleanor is tested by forces both extraordinary and
common, and as she grows as a woman and a writer,
she never loses sight of the love of her life. From
Washington, D.C. to Hyde Park, from a little white
house on Long Island to an apartment on Manhattan's
Washington Square, Amy Bloom's new novel moves
elegantly through fascinating places and times,
written in compelling prose and with emotional depth,
wit, and acuity. Advance praise for White Houses
"Amy Bloom brings an untold slice of history so
dazzlingly and devastatingly to life, it took my breath
away."--Paula McLain, author of The Paris Wife "A
novel of the secret, scandalous love of Eleanor
Roosevelt and her longtime friend and companion
Lorena Hickok, who relates the tale in her own, quite
wonderful voice."--Joyce Carol Oates "Lorena Hickok is
a woman who found love with another lost soul,
Eleanor Roosevelt. And love is what this book is all
about: It suffuses every page, so that by the time you
reach the end, you are simply stunned by the beauty
of the world these two carved out for
themselves."--Melanie Benjamin, author of The Swans
of Fifth Avenue*

Bloom's how to Write about Herman
Melville
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER * NAMED ONE OF THE
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BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY THE WASHINGTON
POST AND KIRKUS REVIEWS Hailed as "the
indispensable critic" by The New York Review of
Books, Harold Bloom--New York Times bestselling
writer and Sterling Professor of Humanities at Yale
University--has for decades been sharing with readers
and students his genius and passion for
understanding literature and explaining why it
matters. Now he turns at long last to his beloved
writers of our national literature in an expansive and
mesmerizing book that is one of his most incisive and
profoundly personal to date. A product of five years of
writing and a lifetime of reading and scholarship, The
Daemon Knows may be Bloom's most masterly book
yet. Pairing Walt Whitman with Herman Melville,
Ralph Waldo Emerson with Emily Dickinson, Nathaniel
Hawthorne with Henry James, Mark Twain with Robert
Frost, Wallace Stevens with T. S. Eliot, and William
Faulkner with Hart Crane, Bloom places these writers'
works in conversation with one another, exploring
their relationship to the "daemon"--the spark of
genius or Orphic muse--in their creation and helping
us understand their writing with new immediacy and
relevance. It is the intensity of their preoccupation
with the sublime, Bloom proposes, that distinguishes
these American writers from their European
predecessors. As he reflects on a lifetime lived among
the works explored in this book, Bloom has himself, in
this magnificent achievement, created a work
touched by the daemon. Praise for The Daemon
Knows "Enrapturing . . . radiant . . . intoxicating . . .
Harold Bloom, who bestrides our literary world like a
willfully idiosyncratic colossus, belongs to the party of
rapture."--Cynthia Ozick, The New York Times Book
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Review "The capstone to a lifetime of thinking, writing
and teaching . . . The primary strength of The
Daemon Knows is the brilliance and penetration of the
connections Bloom makes among the great writers of
the past, the shrewd sketching of intellectual feuds or
oppositions that he calls agons. . . . Bloom's books are
like a splendid map of literature, a majestic aerial
view that clarifies what we cannot see from the
ground."--The Washington Post "Audacious . . . The
Yale literary scholar has added another remarkable
treatise to his voluminous body of work."--The
Huffington Post "The sublime The Daemon Knows is a
veritable feast for the general reader (me) as well as
the advanced (I assume) one."--John Ashbery
"Mesmerizing."--New York Journal of Books "Bloom is
a formidable critic, an extravagant intellect."--Chicago
Tribune "As always, Bloom conveys the intimate,
urgent, compelling sense of why it matters that we
read these canonical authors."--Kirkus Reviews
(starred review) "Few people write criticism as
nakedly confident as Bloom's any more."--The
Guardian (U.K.)

Where the Lilies Bloom
Discusses different styles of criticism, how to read as
a critic, and strategies for writing critical essays, using
as examples sample essays written about plots,
themes, characters, and styles found in eleven of F.
Scott Fitzgerald's works.

Rose Harbor in Bloom
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“Flowers represent a branch of plant medicine that is
specifically concerned with our consciousness and
evolution. To connect with their essence catalyzes the
blossoming of our own healing and spiritual journeys.”
—Heidi Smith From lavender’s ability to soothe
frazzled nerves to rose’s charms in healing the heart,
flowers don’t just delight the senses—they have a
secret history as doorways to transformation. With
The Bloom Book, Heidi Smith offers a holistic and
comprehensive guide for working with flower
essences—the vibrational signatures of our botanical
allies—to bring about healing, awakening, and deep
change. A psychosomatic therapist, flower essence
practitioner, registered herbalist, and long-time
student of ancient wisdom traditions, Smith
seamlessly integrates the healing power of flower
essences with vibrational medicine and the rise of the
divine feminine. The result is a cosmic doctrine of
healing that empowers readers to align with their
highest selves and help to bring about planetary
transformation. Highlights include: An intuitive
approach to working with flower essences for balance
and optimal health Detailed instructions for making,
selecting, and formulating flower essences Rituals,
recipes, and case studies for protection, grounding,
dreamwork, grief, love, and more Complementary
applications of vibrational healing—including breath
work, moon cycles, colors, chakras, and sacred
symbols Working with trauma and systemic
oppression—how flower essences can support multigenerational, intersectional healing Reconnecting with
nature, the divine feminine, and your true self
through the healing power of flowers Filled with
gorgeous illustrations by artist Chelsea Granger, The
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Bloom Book is both an information-rich resource and
interactive guidebook for anyone who wants to
awaken their most vibrant, balanced, and empowered
self through the healing power of flower essences.

Bloom Boom!
Like the author's successful book Bringing Nature
Home, which was as much a decorating tome as it
was a floral-arrangement guide, this much-awaited
follow-up title will present stunning interiors inspired
by the beauty of flowers--an irresistible book for
flower lovers, decorators, and homeowners. In Bloom
celebrates many different ways artists and designers
enamored with flowers incorporate them into their
lives, homes, and work, inspiring readers to try new
ways to connect with the beauty of flowers in their
daily life.

Bloom
After a friend she was designing a bouquet for ends
up dead, Audrey Bloom becomes the murder suspect.
Original. 25,000 first printing.

Lovin' Bloom
William Faulkner is one of America's most highly
regarded novelists. This title reveals his timeless
novels and short stories, including The Sound and the
Fury; Light in August; Go Down, Moses; As I Lay
Dying; 'Absalom, Absalom ; Barn Burning; The Bear;
and, A Rose for Emily.
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Essayists and Prophets
When the Council assigns her to feared Roman
gladiator Theocoles, Soul Catcher Riley is transformed
into a beautiful teenager by Messalina and
experiences, for the first time, a blossoming romance
that makes her reluctant to leave the gladiator's
world.

The Bloom Book
Starting from the botanical crazes inspired by
Linnaeus in the eighteenth century, and exploring the
variations it spawned--natural history, landscape
architecture, polemical battles over botany's
prurience--this study offers a fresh, detailed reading
of the courtship novel from Jane Austen to George
Eliot and Henry James. By reanimating a cultural
understanding of botany and sexuality that we have
lost, it provides an entirely new and powerful account
of the novel's role in scripting sexualized courtship,
and illuminates how the novel and popular science
together created a cultural figure, the blooming girl,
that stood at the center of both fictional and scientific
worlds.

Bloom's Best Perennials and Grasses
Free-Range Chicken Gardens
Describes more than four hundred perennials and
grasses, providing information on each plant's origins,
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preferred conditions, and planting zones.

Bloom into You
There is us. Our Family. We will hold our precious gift
and know that we are lucky . . . From the outside
looking in, Kelle Hampton had the perfect life: a
beautiful two-year-old daughter, a loving husband,
and a thriving photography career. When she learned
she was pregnant with their second child, they were
ecstatic. But when their new daughter was placed in
her arms in the delivery room, Kelle knew instantly
that something was wrong. Nella looked different than
her sister, Lainey, had at birth. As her friends and
family celebrated, a terrified Kelle was certain that
Nella had Down syndrome—a fear her pediatrician
soon confirmed. Yet gradually Kelle embraced the
realization that she had been chosen to experience an
extraordinary and special gift. With lyrical prose and
gorgeous photography, Bloom takes readers on a
wondrous journey through Nella's first year of life—a
gripping, hilarious, and intensely poignant trip of
transformation in which a mother learns that
perfection comes in all different shapes.

The Year in Bloom
Many gardeners fear chickens will peck away at their
landscape, and chicken lovers often shy away from
gardening for the same reason. But you can keep
chickens and have a beautiful garden, too! In this
essential handbook, award-winning garden designer
Jessi Bloom offers step-by-step instructions for
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creating a beautiful and functional space and
maintaining a happy, healthy flock. Free-Range
Chicken Gardens covers everything a gardener needs
to know, from the basics of chicken keeping and
getting them acclimated to the garden, to how to
create the perfect chicken-friendly garden design and
build innovative coops.

Bloom
When twelve-year-old Simon becomes the official
Keeper of the Order of Physics, he and his friends
Owen and Alysha face extreme danger as they try to
protect the Universe from destruction by evil forces.

In Bloom
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Hailed as “the
reigning queen of women’s fiction” (The Sacramento
Bee), Debbie Macomber is renowned for her novels of
love, friendship, and the promise of fresh starts. Now
Macomber returns to the charming Rose Harbor Inn,
where each guest finds a second chance and every
room comes with an inspiring new view. Since moving
to Cedar Cove, Jo Marie Rose has truly started to feel
at home, and her neighbors have become her closest
friends. Now it’s springtime, and Jo Marie is eager to
finish the most recent addition to her inn. In memory
of her late husband, Paul, she has designed a
beautiful rose garden for the property and enlisted
handyman Mark Taylor to help realize it. She and
Mark don’t always see eye-to-eye—and at times he
seems far removed—yet deep down, Jo Marie finds
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great comfort in his company. And while she still
seeks a sense of closure, she welcomes her latest
guests, who are on their own healing journeys. Annie
Newton arrives in town to orchestrate her
grandparents’ fiftieth wedding anniversary
celebration. While Annie is excited for the festivities,
she’s struggling to move on from her broken
engagement, and her grandparents themselves seem
to be having trouble getting along. Worse, Annie is
forced to see Oliver Sutton, with whom she grew up
and who has always mercilessly teased her. But the
best parties end with a surprise, and Annie is in for
the biggest one of all. High-powered businesswoman
Mary Smith, another Rose Harbor Inn guest, has
achieved incredible success in her field, yet serious
illness has led her to face her sole, lingering regret.
Almost nineteen years ago, she ended her
relationship with her true love, George Hudson, and
now she’s returned to Cedar Cove to make amends.
Compassion and joy await Jo Marie, Annie, and Mary
as they make peace with their pasts and look boldly
toward their futures. Rose Harbor in Bloom is Debbie
Macomber at her heartwarming best. BONUS: This
edition includes excerpts from Debbie Macomber’s
Love Letters and Last One Home. Praise for Rose
Harbor in Bloom “Takes readers on personal journeys
of first love, lost love and recaptured
love.”—Bookreporter “A wonderful reading experience
. . . as [the characters’] stories unfold, you almost feel
they have become friends.”—Wichita Falls Times
Record News “Readers will find the emotionally
impactful storylines and sweet, redemptive character
arcs for which the author is famous. Classic
Macomber, which will please fans and keep them
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coming back for more.”—Kirkus Reviews “Macomber’s
legions of fans will embrace this cozy, heartwarming
read.”—Booklist “Macomber uses warmth, humor and
superb storytelling skills to deliver a tale that charms
and entertains.”—BookPage “[Macomber] draws in
threads of her earlier book in this series, The Inn at
Rose Harbor, in what is likely to be just as
comfortable a place for Macomber fans as for Jo
Marie’s guests at the inn.”—The Seattle Times
“Macomber is an institution in women’s fiction. Her
principal talent lies in creating characters with a
humble, familiar charm. They possess complex
personalities, but it is their kinder qualities that are
emphasized in the warm world of her novels—a world
much like Rose Harbor Inn, in which one wants to curl
up and stay.”—Shelf Awareness

Bloom's how to Write about Charles
Dickens
A charming love story about two young women who
together discover that their dreams of a heartpounding romance can indeed come true--now with
an anime! Yuu has always loved shoujo manga and
fantasizes about the day that she too will get a love
confession that will send her heart a-flutter. Yet when
a male classmate confesses his feelings for her she
feels nothing. Disappointed and confused, Yuu enters
high school still unsure how to respond. That’s when
Yuu sees the beautiful student council president
Nanami turn down a suitor with such maturity and
finesse that Yuu is inspired to ask her for advice. But
when the next person to confess to Yuu is the alluring
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Nanami herself, has Yuu's shoujo romance finally
begun?

Bloom
The Closing of the American Mind, a publishing
phenomenon in hardcover, is now a paperback
literary event. In this acclaimed number one national
best-seller, one of our country's most distinguished
political philosophers argues that the social/political
crisis of 20th-century America is really an intellectual
crisis. Allan Bloom's sweeping analysis is essential to
understanding America today. It has fired the
imagination of a public ripe for change.

Bloom
Presents a compilation of Bloom's introductions to the
Modern critical views and Modern critical
interpretations series of books, focusing on twenty
essayists and prophets.

Lear
Enhance Your Home with Flowers In this beautifully
designed book, brimming with inspirational
photographs, Clare Nolan reveals her secrets for
growing a bountiful harvest as well as styling
spectacular displays that will fill your home with color
and the gorgeous scent of the garden year-round.
Clare takes the mystique out of the growing
process—from choosing the plants to suit both your
garden and home and laying out your cutting patch,
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to planning ahead so you get your perfect palette of
color, texture and shape to play with at the right time.
An entire chapter on arranging will inspire you to
create spectacular arrangements for your home
without the need for complicated floristry techniques.
Being able to step out of the back door and pick a
single stem for beside the bed, pull together a posy
for a friend or create a colorful centerpiece is an
exciting and rewarding addition to the whole “grow
your own” experience. Grow your own flower shop at
the bottom of your garden! · Comprehensive guide to
planning, planting, and maintaining a bountiful home
flower garden · How to choose your plants, position
your patch and grow luxurious flowers · Cultivation
tips for annuals, biennials, bulbs, corms, tubers,
rhizomes, perennials, shrubs, trees, climbers, foliage
and fillers · When and how to harvest—and how to
make your flowers last longer · Styling guide for
stunning arrangements that look like they came from
a shop · Expert advice from an experienced interiors
stylist and lifestyle editor

Bloom and Doom
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Doreen
Cronin and Caldecott Medal–winning illustrator David
Small comes a picture book about how an
extraordinary “ordinary” girl can save a kingdom with
the help of a mud fairy. A glass kingdom is no place
for a Mud Fairy. Bloom and her mud fairy magic might
be able to turn weeds into flowers and spin sand into
glass, but the people of the kingdom ceaselessly
complain about the trails of dirt and puddles of mud
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that seem to follow her every step, and finally they
cast her out. But when the glass castle begins to
crack, then cracks some more, the King and Queen in
a panic search for the long-banished fairy, but they
can’t find Bloom anywhere. Desperate to save their
home, they send their meekest, most ordinary
subject, a girl named Genevievewhose sole task until
now has been to polish the Queen’s crystal sugar
spoon—to coax any worthy fairy to come and save
the kingdom. Genevieve finds Bloom exactly where
the king and queen failed to see her, and Bloom
knows exactly how to save the kingdom. But it will
take the two girls working together, along with a
mighty dollop of self-confidence—and some very
messy hands—to accomplish the extraordinary.

Creative Haven In Full Bloom Coloring
Book
Discusses the writing of The house on Mango Street
by Sandra Cisneros. Includes critical essays on the
work and a brief biography of the author.

Simon Bloom, the Octopus Effect
Plato, Allan Bloom wrote, is "the most erotic of
philosophers," and his Symposium is one of the
greatest works on the nature of love ever written. This
new edition brings together the English translation of
the renowned Plato scholar and translator, Seth
Benardete, with two illuminating commentaries on it:
Benardete's "On Plato's Symposium" and Allan
Bloom's provocative essay, "The Ladder of Love." In
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the Symposium, Plato recounts a drinking party
following an evening meal, where the guests include
the poet Aristophanes, the drunken Alcibiades, and, of
course, the wise Socrates. The revelers give their
views on the timeless topics of love and desire, all the
while addressing many of the major themes of
Platonic philosophy: the relationship of philosophy
and poetry, the good, and the beautiful.

Whisper
A guide to writing about the fiction of Charles Dickens
offers instructions for composing different types of
essays and contains literary criticism, analysis, and
suggested essay topics.

The House on Mango Street (Bloom's
Guides)
Award-winning and Amazon #1 bestselling author
Brooke Stanton captivates with a whimsical tale of the
little white lies we tell in life and love. Catie Bloom
needs a husband to save her career. Sam just wants
Catie. Could this be the perfect match? Or will it end
in heartache? Catie Bloom has it all. A husband, a
successful career, and she's America's #1 Domestic
Goddess. Except, it's all a lie. No husband. She can't
cook. She can't even organize her underwear drawer.
It’s a perfect lie and a perfect life until Catie’s boss
brings a film crew into her home to shoot a TV special
with the media's latest darling, Max Euston. He lost
his memory in a recent heroic act and Catie’s boss is
convinced that Max’s memory will come rushing back
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(on camera for four million viewers) if Catie provides
the perfect weekend for him. But Max has his own
secrets. Natalie Bloom is Catie’s older sister, but she
has always been in Catie's shadow. After years
slaving in kitchens, Natalie’s about to embark on her
own dream of owning a restaurant. But when Catie
asks Natalie to help with her little white lies one more
time, Natalie agrees and finds herself at odds with
Catie as Natalie falls for the gorgeous Max Euston.
Can Natalie get through this without losing her career
and her heart? Sam Harding has wanted Catie ever
since she stumbled into his life. Now Catie needs a
husband to save her career. Can they come together
and form a perfect union? Sam hopes so, but it may
not be that easy. Can all these lies turn into truths
before Catie, Natalie, and Sam lose everything? It’s a
dash of Sophie Kinsella’s Can You Keep a Secret, with
a helping of Christmas in Connecticut, and a hint of
the Wizard of Oz. All mixed into a delicious and
romantic romp. -------- "I truly loved this novel! It was
so well plotted out and well written and something
really special. I loved cheering from the sidelines for
everyone involved. Found myself giggling and ranting
at the characters to just DO IT ALREADY! I loved the
love triangle, I mean love square maybe? For this
involved 2 hotties and 2 adorable sisters! If you are in
the market for a funny and realistic romantic comedy
than this is the book for you!” -Eating Between the
Lines "This story had me laughing out loud so much I
think my husband thought I was crazy. The characters
were real—imperfect, vulnerable, and committed. You
will fall in love with the Bloom sisters.” -Bella’s Blog
"A quick and snappy readthe ending was cute and
heart-warming." -Reader's Favorite Review
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Bloom
The first book in a can't-put-it-down, can't-read-it-fastenough action-thriller trilogy that's part Hatchet, part
Alien! The invasion begins--but not as you'd expect. It
begins with rain. Rain that carries seeds. Seeds that
sprout--overnight, everywhere. These new plants take
over crop fields, twine up houses, and burrow below
streets. They bloom--and release toxic pollens. They
bloom--and form Venus flytrap-like pods that swallow
animals and people. They bloom--everywhere,
unstoppable. Or are they? Three kids on a remote
island seem immune to the toxic plants. Anaya, Petra,
Seth. They each have strange allergies--and yet not to
these plants. What's their secret? Can they somehow
be the key to beating back this invasion? They'd
better figure it out fast, because it's starting to rain
again.
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